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FIRST SCHEDULE-EXEMPTIONS CREATED-continued 

Tariff Item aasses of Goods 

Ex Tariff }Woven fabrics containing man-made discontinuous fibres backed with paper .or artificial plastic (in-
Chapters 55, eluding cellulose acetate) sheet and weighing not less than 203 grams per square metre, commonly 
56 and 59 used for making lampshades 

Ex 56.01.000 

Ex 56.02.000 

Ex 56.03.000 

Ex 56.04.000 

Ex 56.07.031} 
Ex 56.07 .032 

Ex 56.07 .038} 
Ex 56.07 .039 

Ex 56.07.038} 
Ex 56.07 .039 

Ex 56.07 .038} 
Ex 56.07 .039 
Ex Tariff 

Heading 
59.08 

Ex 56.07.038} 
Ex 56.07 .039 

Ex 57.07.001} 
Ex 57 .07 .009 

Ex 58.07.000 

Ex 58.07 .000 

Ex 58.07.000 

Ex 59.01.001} 
Ex 59.01.009 

Ex 59. 01. 001 

Regenerated man-made fibres (discontinuous), not carded, combed, or otherwise prepared for spinning 

Regenerated continuous filament tow for the manufacture of discontinuous man-made fibres 

Waste (including yarn waste and pulled or garnetted rags) of regenerated fibres (continuous or dis
continuous), not carded, combed, or otherwise prepared for spinning 

Regenerated man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste), carded, combed, or otherwise prepared for 
spinning 

Flannel, packing, of terylene and wool and containing less than 30 percent by weight of sheep's or 
lambs' wool when declared by an importer that it will be used only on ironing or pressing machinery 

Blanketing, sheeting and flannel when declared by an importer that it will be used only on ironing or 
pressing machinery 

Lining fabrics of man-made discontinuous fibres, when declared by a manufacturer only as a lining in 
the manufacture of ties 

"Marimo" and "Marimex" cloth commonly used for making perambulators and pushchairs 

Mattress tickings, when declared by a manufacturer for use by him only in making mattresses and 
pillows 

Yam and thread of coir and raffia, not being sewing threads 

Chenille yarn, gimped yam, viz: piping on declaration for use in the manufacture of rubber goods 

Umbilical sterile tape 

Thread, braided, surgical suture, non-absorbable 

Filters for use with respirators and protective masks 

Textile flock and dust 

Ex 59.01.001 Mill neps 
Ex 59.01 . 009 Applicators, surgical, tipped with wadding, 15 cm or more in length 

Ex 59.03.001 to }Bonded fibre fabrics, similar bonded yam fabrics, and articles of such fabrics, whether or not im-
Ex 59.03.019 pregnated or coated, viz: 

Inset 3• 

Bonded fibre fabrics (excluding footwear lining materials) declared for use only in the manufac
ture of footwear 

Bonded fibre adhesive fabrics 
Random-laid bonded fibre fabric declared for use only in the manufacture of fibreglass sheets 

and panelling 
Fabric for use in making sanitary napkins and pads 
Pellon bonded fibre art materials 
Masslinn tape for use in making flexible electric cords 
Printers' blanketing and blankets 
Face mask filters 
Red bonded fibre fabric declared for use only in the manufacture of Returned Services Association 

poppies 
Parallel lay fabrics in jumbo rolls (minimum width 90 cm), peculiar to use for making decorative 

ribbon 
Diaphragms for optical use 
Electrical insulation spacer pads 
Face masks 
Felt bolsters for the tanning industry 
Fibre tap washers 
Pellon pads 
Self-adhesive polishing pads 
Sets of filter cloth material for vacuum cleaners 
Bonded tailors' interlinings 


